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    The prophetically foretold “7/11



Launch” has been a mystery 



to many of us for well over a decade!   



This good report is the very ﬁrst time we’ve openly shared any details about this  long-awaited spiritual, natural & supernatural event of our prophetic history. 



     



Details in this document are taken from the private personal notes of your KINGDOM servants who function full-time behind the scenes at TAC3 Initiatives and KINGDOM Renaissance.
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A T T E N T I O N    In an act of consecration, humility, faith and intercession, we’ve  temporarily “turned o ” some of our most widely used  “1KINGDOM” web domains to give them a reverential “rest” before we  begin using them to impact new religious, societal & cultural domains.  Up to this very hour, some of these 1KINGDOM domains are still  nonfunctional (temporarily redirected elsewhere) and may remain so  during our time of consecration, until further notice.     These web domains (along with many others) will be used to help  equip our predestined ﬂank of end-time candidates to conquer new  Personal Life Domains in the new spiritual season we have now  entered into. 
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Before this year of 2017, we had already experienced signiﬁcant launch events that seemed at those mes to ﬁt the “7/11” reference. One of the ﬁrst ones was when GOD, in a very special way, gave us exclusive use of a property during a cri cal transi on me in our history. When we were ﬁrst invited to view the property by representa ves of the owner, we discovered that the address number was 10711. The me we occupied that property was the last me our economic mission func oned in a more traditionally independent (or home-based) business environment. (Typical business environments sometime involve financial risk for those who participate. It was during this time we fundamentally departed from that tradition.) Even though that 10711 “event” was a signiﬁcant marker, we always knew that there was a lot more to the ‘711 launch’ fulﬁllment than our me at that property. The obvious reason for us to expect more than this was because of a spiritual vision* that originally accompanied the 711 revela on. And, our me at that address certainly did not fulﬁll the magnitude of the vision. * We will soon share details of the ‘7/11 launch’ visual revelation in this report. And, soon (if not now) you can access the PDF version at 711.1kingdom.life.



The other event occurred in a much more grander fashion in July of 2011. Throughout the ﬁrst half of that par cular July, we were gripped with an unusual intensity of deep spirit-prayer intercession (praying with our spirits in unlearned languages according to 1Co 14:14-15). During this me of con nuous spirit-prayer, an apostolic CEO friend from years ago was placed heavily on our hearts. It became impera ve to somehow reconnect with him. When we did so by telephone voicemail, we unexpectedly received a call back almost immediately. This was when we discovered what was being launched in the United States... and the prophe c signiﬁcance of this launch was astounding!



Some of these details will also be shared in this report, since they were extraordinary confirmations of the conception and spiritual birthing of our International Spirit-Prayer Initiative called Pneuma. (More on Pneuma up ahead.)
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So, the 7th month of 2011 (7/11) was very signiﬁcant.   It was in this July 2011, that a pioneering industry leading renewable energy company launched a grassroots movement promo ng their “American Wind” product/service in the United States. This began a period of several years during which the Tandem Economic Achievement Mission (TEAM) sponsored by Tandem Educa on Ac on Management (our then management team) established its covert KINGDOM presence in the global online marketplace. We enjoyed many unique divine opportuni es (most of them behind-the-scenes) to posi vely impact segments of the society of a na on. However, when this season came to an unexpected and abrupt halt in Quarter 1 of 2014, we knew that those previous three years were only a necessary me of prepara on for something much bigger (and much be er) to come. The next 3 years that followed were years of great sacriﬁce. We understood, however, that no ma er how great the sacriﬁce, our decisions to be er posture ourselves to serve KINGDOM interests exclusively would pay oﬀ in eternal dividends that could not compared to our so-called “suﬀerings”. As the me progressed, it became increasingly clear that the season of restraints (and what seemed like delays) was necessary for us to have the opportunity to qualify our “TEAM” for the highest purposes of the end- me KINGDOM movement. Beyond the covert nature of the spiritual & economic revival we will help lead, GOD was beginning to invite us into KINGDOM purposes that could allow each of us (as individuals and as a “ﬂank” or “stream”) to partner with Heaven in ways we had not previously understood.



On January 11, 2016, He began to “awaken” some of our leaders afresh, calling them back into “ac ve duty” regarding this mission. Yet, we were to con nue func oning behind the scenes as we usually would. We were given more prac ce runs at launching viral growth with the intent to establish risk-free full- me independent incomes for those who were fully commi ed to KINGDOM purposes. Our most holy assignment came directly from Heaven by way of two Heavenly Worship Beings. The encounter involved speciﬁc instruc ons regarding a vision we had been entrusted for over a decade called “Pneuma”.
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Pneuma — the International Spirit-Prayer Initiative (ISPI) 



PNEUMA is by far the most holy KINGDOM ini a ve of our TAC3 Initiatives.



KINGDOM Renaissance and its “7-Mountain” KINGDOM Mandate has always taken a second seat to Pneuma — even though Pneuma has always occupied the most hidden place in all that we’ve done. It is typically not to be publicly promoted in the same contexts as all the other special projects, assignments and ini a ves. It is the most holy.



Without any of us fully understanding what the long-awaited prophe cally foretold “7/11 Launch” would involve, or even what exactly would be launched, we always knew that Pneuma —along with other unpublicized expressions like “SHOW&TELL”— would have to always remain the highest priority. Even though Pneuma’s behind-the-scene func on might never be in the public eye, nor men oned in the public’s ear, it is an unbridled and extravagant expression of our First-Love devo on. We typically never spoke much of Pneuma, not even to our Inner-Circles worldwide. However, we had previously been spiritually, naturally and supernaturally convinced that the 7/11 launch would begin in July 2017. And, of course, Pneuma would need be our ini al focus, since it would ul mately be one of the main catalysts for our supernatural eﬀec veness in rapid growth of Tandem Ac on Culture, spiritual & economic revival, and all the new elements surrounding economic empowerment within a paradigm-shi ing grassroots & web-based movement.
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By the me July had arrived, we were somewhat suspec ng a launch season rather than a launch date, but had no details of any confirmed dates that might be involved. It wasn’t un l July 11th (7/11) that it was conﬁrmed thru a simple text message sent from the “outside” in the Spirit of Prophecy. They detailed an 11-day period (July 7-17) that we immediately understood was the beginning of the spiritual & physical launch we were s ll in ques on of. This was the ﬁrst me that GOD had specifically confirmed to us that it was not a one-day event or “GO- me”, but actually a period of time that HE had predetermined ahead of time.



More importantly about July 11…    Along with the speciﬁed dates, we received a direct rhema thru this outside source (who knew nothing about our internal focus) admonishing each of us individually to make it our priority to “return to (or remain in) our first love” (Rev 2:4). They were completely unaware that GOD was using them in the way that He was. In fact, they were asking ques ons about the topic, and GOD by HIS Spirit was giving the answers thru us, while at the same me deﬁning to us HIS will concerning these ma ers. It became instantly clear, without ques on, and with the reverential fear of the Lord, that HIS admoni on to is was not only “return” or “remain” in First-Love devotion to HIM and HIS highest KINGDOM purposes in each of our lives, but to heed to Wisdom and adopt and absorb this ﬁrst-love priority into the spiritual DNA of the spiritual-economic revival we’ve been empowered and commissioned to help lead! When this 11-day period of the 7th thru 17th was complete, we knew that the 7/11 Launch was NOT complete. It was clear that this was only a beginning, and that we s ll did not fully understand exactly the full nature of this launch! Even though we had a sense of some things, no one seemed to have the insight from Heaven to explain anything with Heaven’s authority. So, we really had no deﬁni ve answers for our Inner-Circles worldwide. We decided to say nothing more about this so-called “7/11 Launch” we had conspicuously men oned beforehand. We decided to simply keep any and all evolving understanding to ourselves and our personal inner-circles, if we ever men oned it again at all!
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This decision came during an unplanned heart-to-heart impromptu prayer me. Even more important (to us at that me) than the decision to keep quiet about “7/11” stuﬀ, we had finally locked into Wisdom for the remainder of the Summer: We would remain tucked away and hidden, laser-focused on going deeper, higher, wider and longer in our personal experiences of GOD’s supernatural and healing Love. We would con nue cul va ng the “Divine Romance” He was spiritually intoxica ng us with. This inward spiritual revival phenomenon had begun earlier during the Springtime (April thru June). It was only some of the life-changing spiritual activity that had slowly evolved over several months of separation from public ministries and the many KINGDOM equippers we so dearly appreciate. (We kept quiet about our withdrawal from the resources of other ministries, too… not wishing to send a wrong signal to the less discerning, or cause unnecessary concern about what became such an important and holy time for us. Sometimes it’s better to simply show the good fruit from your behavior afterwards, than try to explain it beforehand!) For months now, some of us have been experiencing a supernatural “bap sm of Love” that has completely changed us from deep within, rewiring us for a higher quality of KINGDOM service, and empowering us to supernaturally Love others in much deeper levels, much higher ways, much wider breadths of inclusion, and with much longer dura ons of unwavering uncondi onal forgiving pa ence and loving-kindness. We intend to never stop growing in HIS supernatural Love, and we intend to spread HIS Love in unconven onal ways. In ALL things, we will live life in The Way that transforms every one of our Personal Life Domains and the Personal Life Domains of each precious individual GOD sends us to, and certainly those GOD sends to us as Comrades and coworkers in HIS end- me KINGDOM movement. Together with those whom GOD has predes ned to work together with us, we will eventually penetrate every sphere of influence in human socie es on Earth. And, we’ll do this in partnership with many others whom GOD has been preparing for many decades. The societal domains and economic industries GOD has strategically posi oned us within for many years prior —and especially during the past few months— will ensure maximum impact. However, our trust is not in any professional contacts, not even in those GOD has given us favor with, nor the systems we’ll use with the economic opportuni es presented to us by GOD. Our trust is in the supernatural power of GOD, HIS KINGDOM in the spiritual dimension (angels, etc.) and the power HE has entrusted within each of us (Eph 3:20) to cooperate with HIM in a way that produces results beyond what we can comprehend. We can only keep in step with Holy Spirit by HIS grace, His supernatural help to do even this!
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So, back to our solemn decision while in prayer after July 17…   It seemed good to us and the Holy Spirit not to move from that spiritually in mate deep place in the Spirit un l a er the Summer season was completely over. We sensed with an immeasurable Peace (and we agreed together in our hearts) that Fall/Autumn was the natural season we were to “move” and relocate ourselves into the strategic posi ons Heaven needed us in for our coming season of Holy Conquest. This in mate prayer me with Father was on the evening of July 17.



The day after the July 7 thru 17 period was completed,   the Father ﬁnally spoke with clarity concerning the “7/11 launch”.     He told us speciﬁcally that our ‘7/11 launch’ was actually   “7 weeks of 11 days, for a total of 77 days”.  



{ ...that is, 7 so-called “weeks” that each contain 11 days, instead of 7! } This meant that at that me, we had only completed the first 11-day “week” (period), and that there were a total of seven (7) 11-day cycles to complete the full journey thru the season of the launch. And, this also meant that beginning on July 7th, there were a total of 77 days to this launch! When we heard these details that ﬁnally gave us speciﬁc dates for the ﬁrst me, we could not wait to map out the 7 periods of 11 days each… and we simply couldn’t wait another moment to discover exactly when the ﬁnal day (Day #77) would be on our calendars!
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This is what we discovered when we mapped out the 7 periods of 11 days…



Period #1



July 7 thru 17



Details coming!



Period #2



July 18 thru 28



Details coming (maybe?)



Period #3



July 29 thru August 8



Details coming (maybe?)



Period #4



August 9 thru 19



Details coming (maybe?)



Period #5



August 20 thru 30



Details coming (maybe?)



Period #6



August 31 thru September 10



Details coming (maybe?)



Period #7



September 11 thru 21



Details coming!



Notice how Day #77 (the final day of the seventh 11-day cycle) was the final day of Summer. Remember... moments earlier during our prayer time, we had just determined not to move from that intimate place in the Spirit until after Summer! ...and, to begin an aggressive forward movement at the beginning of Autumn/Fall! Also, notice how it happened to be the first full day of Rosh Hashanah — a 2-day celebration of the Hebrew New Year. The 77th day sits squarely in the middle of the 2-day Holiday, which began the evening before the 21st, and ended the evening after the 21st. (If you’re new to some of this, in 2017 at this particular juncture, these days represented a crossover time, leaving Hebrew year 5777 and entering 5778.)



There are more spiritually & naturally significant details of events that may be shared regarding what happened during those 77 days. Some of them are still unfolding, even though we’ve completed the 77-day period! We will wait until we have more certainty on which details should be shared, and exactly when these details should be released. Whenever we do add details to this unfolding adventure, they’ll appear on this document within its proper context, and in its chronological order.
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On Thursday, September 14 at exactly 14:14 central USA time —while listening to a KINGDOM message on Spiritual Timing, one of the first public ministry messages since March— it was conﬁrmed that on this day (9/14/2017), we had completed a 6-month cycle that began in March.* * This happened to be the exact period we were “sequestered” by Heaven — pulled away from public ministries to receive directly from GOD thru HIS logos and HIS rhema by HIS Spirit. We had no idea that the period would last 6 months! There was an unspoken assump on that this period might extend for a couple months, maybe three at most. But, the fruit began to speak for GOD, and there was no possible way in Wisdom’s council that either of us could allow anything to distract us from con nuing to give ourselves fully to the deep work of the Spirit working in our lives and in our most spiritually in mate inner-circle rela onships.



It was in this separated spiritually in mate context that we began to deeply experience unusual manifesta ons of a “Divine Romance” — between us as individuals and our Eternal Lover, the Bridegroom Himself. Many of the manifesta ons centered around the supernatural healing power of GOD’s infinite Love and the restoration of GOD’s original plans & purposes (for our lives) stemming back to early childhood, childbirth, and even from concep on. We believe this supernatural empowerment is strategically equipping us for a Holy Conquest in this world that we’ve been prepared to launch into in this new season.



  Much more soon to come…    711.1KINGDOM.LIFE
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